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Abstract
FitzGerald identified four conditions (RI), (UR), (RI*) and (UR*) that are necessarily
satisfied by an algebra if its monoid of endomorphisms has commuting idempotents.
We show that these conditions are not sufficient, by giving an example of an alge-
bra satisfying the four properties, such that its monoid of endomorphisms does not
have commuting idempotents. This settles a problem presented by FitzGerald at the
Conference andWorkshop on General Algebra and Its Applications in 2013 and more
recently at the workshop NCS 2018. After giving the counterexample, we show that
the properties (UR), (RI*) and (UR*) depend only on the monoid of endomorphisms
of the algebra, and that the counterexample we gave is in some sense the easiest possi-
ble. Finally, we list some categories in which FitzGerald’s question has an affirmative
answer.

Keywords Universal algebra · Retract · Coretract · Endomorphism monoid ·
Commuting idempotents · Idempotent completion

1 Introduction

In universal algebra, an important invariant of an algebra is its monoid of endo-
morphisms. There are various research problems concerning these endomorphism
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monoids. For example, given a variety of algebras, which monoids appear as endo-
morphism monoids of algebras in this variety? And what properties of an algebra can
we deduce from properties of its endomorphism monoid, and vice versa?

We refer to [1] for an overview of known results in this direction. We highlight
some results. Each monoid is the endomorphism monoid of some directed graph. This
was shown by Hedrlín and Pultr, first for finitely generated monoids [5], and then for
monoids with cardinality strictly smaller than the first inaccessible cardinal in [9], and
eventually for all monoids in [15] together with Vopěnka. In fact, they show that every
small category has a full embedding in the category of directed graphs. Similarly, every
variety of algebras has a full embedding in the category of directed graphs, see [6].
It was shown by Hedrlín and Kučera that more generally any concrete category can
be fully embedded in a variety of algebras, when working in von Neumann–Bernays–
Gödel set theory (including the axiom of global choice), under the additional axiom
that there are nomeasurable cardinals, see [4]. This motivates the following definition:
a category is called (algebraically) universal if it contains a full subcategory equivalent
to the category of directed graphs. Examples of algebraically universal categories are
the category of rings and the category of semigroups, see [10, Chapter V].

At the other end of the spectrum, there are categories of algebras such that the
algebra can be uniquely recovered from its endomorphism monoid. This is the case
for e.g. boolean algebras [14], torsion-free abelian groups [11,12] and symmetric
groups [13].

In [7] and later in [8], FitzGerald shows that if the monoid of endomorphisms
has commuting idempotents, then there are four conditions that are satisfied by the
algebra, called (RI), (UR), (RI*) and (UR*). We will recall these properties in Sect.
2. The question by FitzGerald was then whether these properties also imply that the
monoid of endomorphisms has commuting endomorphisms. In Sect. 3 we will show
that this is not the case, by giving a counterexample.

For each monoid S, there is a canonical algebra with S as its monoid of endomor-
phisms, namely S itself as a right S-set under multiplication. Our counterexample will
be of this form. In Sect. 4, we show why this is not a coincidence. More precisely, we
prove that whenever the properties (RI), (UR), (RI*) and (UR*) hold for an algebra A
with endomorphism monoid S, then the four properties hold as well for S as a right
S-set under multiplication. So any counterexample to FitzGerald’s problem, reduces
in this way to a counterexample involving S as a right S-set. Conversely, we show that
if S as a right S-set satisfies properties (UR), (RI*) and (UR*), then the same holds for
all other algebras with S as its monoid of endomorphisms. Finally, we illustrate with
an example that if S as a right S-set satisfies properties (RI), then it is not necessarily
the case that A satisfies (RI) as well.

In Sect. 5, we discuss some examples of categories in which FitzGerald’s question
does have an affirmative answer.

2 Background and statement of the problem

Recall that, in universal algebra, a signature or language is a set � of operations,
together with a map φ : � → N that associates to each operation an arity. The
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Solution to a problem of FitzGerald 155

elements of φ−1(n) are called the n-ary operations (they are called resp. unary,
binary, ternary if n = 1, 2, 3). An algebra over a signature � is a set A, together with
a function

μA : Aφ(μ) → A

for each operation μ ∈ �. If A and B are two algebras over the signature �, then a
homomorphism f : A → B is a function such that

f (μA(a1, . . . , an)) = μB( f (a1), . . . , f (an))

for each n-ary operation μ ∈ �. In particular, if M is a monoid, then we can consider
the signature with a unary operation μ(m) for each element m ∈ M . In this way,
each right M-set X is an algebra for this theory, with μ

(m)
X : X → X defined by

μ
(m)
X (x) = x · m. For two right M-sets X and Y , the homomorphisms X → Y as

algebras are precisely the morphisms as right M-sets.
A variety of algebras is the collection of all algebras over a fixed signature that

satisfy some equational laws. For example, if M is a monoid, the variety of right
M-sets has signature as above, and equational laws

μ(n)(μ(m)(x)) = μ(mn)(x)

indexed by pairs (m, n) ∈ M × M , as well asμ(1)(x) = x . Note that a homomorphism
between algebras in a variety automatically preserves the equational laws, so only the
signature matters. In the remainder of the paper, we will use the more convential
notations x · m or xm, rather than μ(m)(x).

In [7] and more recently in [8], D. FitzGerald suggests the following problem.

Problem 1 Let A be an algebra and S its monoid of endomorphisms. If S has com-
muting idempotents then A has the properties:

(RI) The intersection of two retracts of A is also a retract, which is to say that if
A1 ↪→ A and A2 ↪→ A admit retractions, then so does the inclusion of their
pullback A3:

A3 A2

A1 A.

�

(UR) To each retract of A corresponds a unique idempotent with that image (equiva-
lently, each retract R ↪→ A has a unique left inverse A � R).

and their duals:
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(RI*) The join of two coretracts of A is also a coretract, which is to say that if A � A1
and A � A2 admit sections, then so does their pushout A3:

A A2

A1 A3.
�

(UR*) Each coretract A � R has a unique section (right inverse) R ↪→ A.

If (RI), (UR) and their duals hold, is it true that S has commuting idempotents?

In the next section, we will resolve the question by providing a counterexample.
In Sects. 4 and 5, we discuss some positive results. We end this section by providing
some background regarding the properties (RI) and (RI*).

For an algebra A in a category of algebras C , consider triples (D, m, n) for some
object D in C and m, n : D → A injective homomorphisms (or equivalently,
monomorphisms) in C . We say that two triples (D, m, n) and (D′, m′, n′) are equiv-
alent if there is an isomorphism u : D′ → D such that mu = m′ and nu = n′. The
equivalence class of a triple (D, m, n) is denoted by [m, n]. The equivalence classes
[m, n] form an inverse semigroupIA, see [3, Section 2]. The composition [m, n]·[k, l]
is given by [mp, lq], where

D A

F E

n

q

p k

is a pullback diagram. If A satisfies (RI), then the elements [m, n] where both m
and n have a left inverse form a submonoid of IA, called the monoid of partial
automorphisms between retracts. If A satisfies (RI*), then there is dually a monoid of
partial automorphisms between coretracts. This shows how the properties (RI) and
(RI*) arise naturally in the study of partial automorphisms. For more on this, we refer
to [3].

3 Counterexample to the problem

Take the monoid S defined by generators and relations as follows:

S = 〈e, f , g : e2 = e, f 2 = f , g2 = g, f g = g f = eg = ge = g, f e f = g = e f e〉

Note that S has 6 elements 1, e, f , g, e f , f e. In particular, e and f do not commute,
and e f and f e are not idempotent.

Consider the category of S-sets, viewed as a variety of algebras via the construction
described earlier. Let A be the canonical S-set, with underlying set S and for each
s ∈ S the 1-ary operation μ(s) given by right multiplication by s. The monoid of
algebra endomorphisms of A can then be identified with the monoid S. We shall show
that the four properties (RI), (UR), (RI*) and (UR*) hold.
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Solution to a problem of FitzGerald 157

Consider a retract r : A � R. Then by definition, we can find an homomorphism
j : R ↪→ A such that r ◦ j = 1R . Now j ◦ r is an idempotent of S. In particular, the
image of j ◦ r is either S, eS = {e, e f , g}, f S = { f , f e, g} or gS = {g}. These 4 are
pairwise distinct. So for each retract, there is a unique idempotent that has this retract
as its image. This shows (UR). Further, we can compute that the intersections of two
retracts is again a retract, the only nontrivial case being eS ∩ f S = gS. This shows
(RI).

Nowwe determine the congruences ρ on A such that the quotient map A → A/ρ is
a retraction (i.e. the coretracts in the terminology of [8]). There are four possibilities:

– a ρ1 b if and only if a = b.
– a ρe b if and only if a, b ∈ {1, e} or a, b ∈ { f , e f } or a, b ∈ { f e, g}
– a ρ f b if and only if a, b ∈ {1, f } or a, b ∈ {e, f e} or a, b ∈ {e f , g}
– a ρg b for all a, b ∈ A.

So they each correspond to a unique idempotent. This shows (UR*). Further, we have
to show that the join of two coretracts is again a coretract. The only nontrivial case is
to show that ρe ∨ ρ f = ρg . But note that

g ρ f e f ρe f ρ f 1 ρe e ρ f f e

so ρe ∨ ρ f identifies all 6 elements of A. This shows (RI*). We conclude:

Proposition 1 Consider the monoid

S = 〈e, f , g : e2 = e, f 2 = f , g2 = g, f g = g f = eg = ge = g, f e f = g = e f e〉.

For each m ∈ S, we have a 1-ary operation on A = S defined by multiplication
on the right. Then the monoid of endomorphisms of A (considered as algebra) is S.
Further, A satisfies properties (RI), (UR), (RI*), (UR*), but S does not have commuting
idempotents. This provides a counterexample to Problem 1.

4 More general algebras

Now a natural question is whether, for an algebra A, the properties (RI), (UR), (RI*)
and (UR*) can be formulated purely in terms of the endomorphism monoid S of A.
We will show that this is the case for the properties (UR), (RI*), (UR*). To do this,
we will need the concept of idempotent completions.

Definition 1 Let C be a small category and letD ⊆ C be a full subcategory. Then we
say that C is an idempotent completion of D if:

1. for every object C of C and morphism e : C → C such that e ◦ e = e, there is
an object C ′ of C and morphisms

C ′ C
i

r

such that r ◦ i = 1C ′ (so C ′ is a retract of C) and i ◦ r = e;
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2. for every object C of C there is an object D of D such that C is a retract of D.

Any small category has an idempotent completion, and idempotent completions are
unique up to equivalence. Further, equivalent categories have equivalent idempotent
completions.

Fix a variety of algebras, and let C be the category of algebras and algebra homo-
morphisms in this variety. Take A inC andCA ⊆ C be the full subcategory consisting
of the objects that can be written as a retract of A. Further, let DA ⊆ CA be the full
subcategory consisting of only A itself. If we interpret monoids as categories with one
object, then

DA � S

for S the monoid of endomorphisms of A.

Proposition 2 The category of retracts CA is an idempotent completion for DA � S.

Proof The second part of Definition 1 holds trivially. For the first part, let R be an
object of CA. Then there are morphisms

R A
i

r

such that r ◦ i = 1R . Let e : R → R be an endomorphism of R, with e ◦ e. Then e
factors as

R e(R) Rπ j

with e(R) the image of e, π(x) = e(x) for all x ∈ R, and j the inclusion map. It
follows from e ◦ e = e that π ◦ j = 1e(R). Further, by looking at the compositions
π ◦ r and i ◦ j , we see that e(R) is again in CA (i.e. a retract of A). �

Proposition 2 in particular shows that the idempotent completion (up to equivalence)
depends only on the endomorphism monoid S of A.

If we interpret S as a category with one object, then there is a functor A : S → C
sending the unique object to A and each s ∈ S to the corresponding endomorphism
of A. The category C has all colimits, so from the universal property for categories of
presheaves we know that there is an unique colimit-preserving functor F making the
following diagram commute.

S C

PSh(S)

A

y
F

(1)

This functor F has a right adjoint

G : C −→ PSh(S)
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given by G(B) � HomC (A, B) equipped with right S-action such that

( f · s)(a) = f (s(a))

for all f ∈ HomC (A, B), s ∈ S, a ∈ A.
Recall that we write CA for the full subcategory of C consisting of the objects that

can be written as a retract of A. Let Š be the full subcategory of PSh(S) consisting of
the objects that can be written as a retract of S (as right S-set under multiplication).
By Proposition 2, both CA and Š are idempotent completions of S, so Š � CA. The
objects of Š are the right S-sets of the form eS, for e an idempotent of S. Because the
functor F extends A , it sends eS to the retract e(A) of A. This means that F and G
are quasi-inverse to each other, when restricted to Š and CA.

Wewill now try to use the functors F and G to translate the properties (UR), (UR*),
(RI), (RI*) from PSh(S) to C or vice versa.

Proposition 3 Let C be a category of algebras. Take A in C and let S be the monoid
of endomorphisms of A.

– If one of the properties (RI), (UR), (RI*), (UR*) holds for A, then the same property
holds for S (as a right S-set).

– If one of the properties (UR), (RI*), (UR*) holds for S (as a right S-set), then the
same property holds for A.

Proof We first show that (UR) holds for A if and only if it holds for S (as right S-set).
The property (UR) holds for A if and only if every section j : R → A has a unique right
inverse h : A → R. Because G : CA → Š is an equivalence of categories, sending
A to S (as a right S-set), this is equivalent to the property that in Š every section
j : R′ → S has a unique right inverse, for arbitrary R′. This is in turn equivalent to S
(as right S-set) satisfying (UR). Analogously, we can show that A satisfies (UR*) if
and only if S (as a right S-set) satisfies (UR*).

If S (as a right S-set) satisfies property (RI*), then this means that for two idempo-
tents e, f ∈ S there is an idempotent g ∈ S with ge = g f = g such that

S eS

f S gS

e·

f · g·

g·

(2)

is a pushout diagram. Applying F gives

A e(A)

f (A) g(A)

e

f g

g

(3)

and this is again a pushout diagram since F preserves pushouts. So A satisfies (RI*).
The proof for the dual statement, i.e. if A satisfies (RI) then S satisfies (RI), is analo-
gous.
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Finally, we show that if A satisfies (RI*), then S (as a right S-set) satisfies (RI*).
So suppose that A satisfies (RI*), i.e. for two idempotents e, f ∈ S there is a pushout
diagram of the form (3) in C for some idempotent g ∈ S. This is also a pushout in the
full subcategory CA. So after applying G, we get a pushout diagram of the form (2)
in Š. We claim that this is automatically also a pushout diagram in PSh(S). We write
down the pushout diagram in PSh(S) as

S eS

f S x S

e·

f · x ·

x ·

(4)

for some element x ∈ S (the pushout is cyclic because pushouts of epimorphisms
are again epimorphisms). It remains to show that there is an isomorphism x S → gS
sending x to g. By applying the universal property of the pushout to the diagram (2),
we find a map φ : x S → gS such that φ(x) = g. In order to construct a map
ψ : gS → x S with ψ(g) = x it is enough to show that xg = x . Because (2) is a
pushout in Š, it determines a pullback diagram in the opposite category Šop:

S Se

S f Sg

·e

· f

·g

·g .

The Yoneda embedding preserves limits, so the above is a pullback diagram in
PSh(Sop), not only in Šop. Further, the morphisms in the diagram are precisely the
inclusions, so we find that Se ∩ S f = Sg. From the commutativity of (4) it follows
that xe = x = x f , so x ∈ Se ∩ S f = Sg. So xg = x , which means there is a mor-
phism ψ : gS → x S sending g to x . This is an inverse to the map φ defined above.
We conclude that the diagram (2) is a pushout in PSh(S) for arbitrary idempotents
e, f ∈ S. In other words, S (as a right S-set) satisfies (RI*). �

From the above proposition, we know that if an algebra A is a counterexample
to Problem 1, and S is its monoid of endomorphisms, then S (as a right S-set) is
another counterexample. From this point of view, the counterexample that we gave in
Proposition 1 is the easiest possible counterexample.

In universal algebra, the most interesting varieties of algebras seem to be the ones
that combine unary and binary operations (groups, lattices, rings…). So a further
question is: can we find a counterexample to Problem 1 in a variety of algebras with
more interesting unary and binary operations? One strategy would be to start with
the monoid S from Proposition 1 and then find an algebra A in the variety with S
as monoid of endomorphisms. This is always possible if the category of algebras is
universal. Since S satisfies (RI), (UR), (RI*) and (UR*) as right S-set, the properties
(UR), (RI*) and (UR*) are satisfied by A, see Proposition 3. So the difficulty is in
showing that A satisfies (RI).
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Lemma 1 Let C be a category of algebras. Take A in C and let S be the monoid
of endomorphisms of A. Suppose that for every two idempotents e, f ∈ S there is a
natural number n such that (e f )n = ( f e)n. Then A satisfies (RI).

Proof If e, f ∈ S are two idempotents, take a natural number n such that (e f )n =
( f e)n . We will write h = (e f )n = ( f e)n . We have eh = he = h = f h = h f . It
follows that h is an idempotent. We claim that h(A) = e(A) ∩ f (A).

For a ∈ A, e(h(a)) = h(a) = f (h(a)), so h(a) ∈ e(A) ∩ f (A). This shows
h(A) ⊆ e(A) ∩ f (A). Conversely, suppose x ∈ e(A) ∩ f (A). Then e(x) = x =
f (x), and it follows that h(x) = x . So x ∈ h(A) and this shows the other inclusion
e(A) ∩ f (A) ⊆ h(A). �

This leads to a counterexample to Problem 1 in each universal category of algebras.

Proposition 4 Let C be a category of algebras that is universal. Then there exists
an A in C that satisfies (RI), (RI*), (UR) and (UR*), and such that its monoid of
endomorphism does not have commuting idempotents.

Proof Take an algebra A in C with endomorphism monoid S, with S the monoid from
Proposition 1. Such an algebra exists because C is universal. We know that S as a
right S-set satisfies (RI), (RI*), (UR) and (UR*). It follows from Proposition 3 that
A satisfies (RI*), (UR) and (UR*). Further, this monoid S satisfies the assumption of
Lemma 1, so it follows that A satisfies (RI) as well. But S does not have commuting
idempotents. �

In Proposition 3, we showed that the properties (RI*), (UR) and (UR*) depend only
on the endomorphism monoid of an algebra. We now show that this is not the case for
the property (RI).

Example 1 We give an example of an algebra A with endomorphism monoid S such
that S satisfies (RI) as right S-set, but A does not satisfy (RI).

Take S = 〈e, f , g : e2 = e, f 2 = f , g2 = g, eg = ge = g = g f = f g〉. The
only idempotents in S are 1, e, f and g. Other than 1 and g, every element can
be written in a unique way as a product of e’s and f ’s, with e and f alternating each
other. It follows that eS ∩ f S = {g} = gS and as a result, S satisfies (RI) as right
S-set.

Let A = S ∪{h, g′}. Equip A with the structure of a right S-set, where the action on
S is the canonical action by multiplication, and further he = h = h f , g′e = g′ = g′ f
and hg = g′ = g′g. Further, we equip A with additional operations:

– two 0-ary operations (i.e. constants) corresponding to the element g, g′ ∈ A;
– a unary operation X defined as

X(a) =
{

h if a /∈ {g, g′}
g′ if a ∈ {g, g′}.

We claim that A has endomorphism monoid S. We have an inclusion S ⊆ End(A),
defined as follows. The element e ∈ S acts by multiplication on the left on S and
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trivially on h and g′, and similarly, f ∈ S acts by multiplication on the left on S
and trivially on h and g′. The element g ∈ S sends everything in S to g, and sends
both h and g′ to g′. To show that these define endomorphisms of A, first note that
they preserve the right S-action on A, and that they fix the two constants g and g′.
It remains to show that also the unary operation X is preserved. For this, note that
a ∈ {g, g′} if and only if e(a) ∈ {g, g′}, so e(X(a)) = X(a) = X(e(a)). Similarly,
f (X(a)) = X(a) = X( f (a)). Moreover, X(g(a)) = g′ = g(X(a)). This shows
S ⊆ End(A).

We now show the other inclusion End(A) ⊆ S. First note that A as an algebra
is generated by the element 1 ∈ A (the two elements 1 and h are generators for
the underlying right S-set, and further X(1) = h). So an endomorphism φ of A is
completely determined by the element φ(1). Because g = φ(g) = φ(1)g, we know
that φ(1) /∈ {h, g′}. So φ(1) ∈ S ⊆ A, but then φ ∈ S.

Finally, we show that A does not satisfy (RI). Because S has idempotents 1, e, f
and g, the four retracts of A are A itself, e(A), f (A) and g(A) = {g, g′}. We compute
that e(A)∩ f (A) = {g, h, g′}, which does not agree with one of the four possibilities.
So e(A) ∩ f (A) is not a retract, in particular A does not satisfy (RI).

We expect that other interesting properties of an algebra A, other than (RI*), (UR)
and (UR*), can be described by only looking at the monoid of endomorphisms of A.
If a mathematical problem only uses these kind of properties, there are two possible
methods of attacking the problem:

1. We forget about the algebra A and focus on the monoid of endomorphisms S.
2. We choose any algebra A′ with monoid of endomorphisms S and we assume

(without loss of generality) that A = A′ is this particular algebra.

The second one mirrors the strategy of ‘building bridges’ in the sense of Caramello
[2].

5 Categories for which FitzGerald’s problem has an affirmative
answer

We know that there is a counterexample to FitzGerald’s problem in any universal
category of algebras, like the category of rings, the category of semigroups, or the
category of right 〈x, y〉-sets, where 〈x, y〉 is the free monoid on two generators.

We now list some categories for which the answer to FitzGerald’s problem has an
affirmative answer.

Example 2 (The category of sets) For any set A and element a ∈ A, the singleton
{a} ⊆ A is a retract. If A has two distinct elements a, b ∈ A, then {a} ∩ {b} = ∅ is an
intersection of retracts that is not a retract itself. So if A satisfies (RI) then A is empty
or has a singleton. In each case, the endomorphism monoid is trivial, in particular it
has commuting idempotents.

Example 3 (The category of pointed sets) Let A be a pointed set. As soon as we have
distinct elements a, b, ∗ ⊆ A, where ∗ is the distinguished point, we can define
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idempotents e and f with

e(a) = e(b) = a, e(x) = ∗ for x �= a, b.

f (a) = a, f (x) = ∗ for x �= a.

Since e and f have the same image, End(A) fails to have (UR). So if (UR) is sat-
isfied, then A has one or two elements. One can check that in these two cases, the
endomorphism monoid has commutative idempotents.

Example 4 (Any abelian category) Let C be an abelian category, and take A in C with
endomorphism monoid S. Let e, f ∈ S be two idempotents. There is a decomposition
A = e(A) ⊕ (1− e)(A). Consider the idempotent φ ∈ S that fixes e(A) and sends the
elements of a ∈ (1 − e)(A) to e f (a). Then im(φ) = e(A), and because of property
(UR) this forces φ = e, in particular φ is zero when restricted to (1 − e)(A). So
e f (1 − e)(x) = 0 for all x ∈ A, which shows e f − e f e = 0. Dually, consider the
idempotentψ ∈ S that sends (1−e)(A) to 0 and that sends a ∈ e(A) to a+(1−e) f (a).
Then ker(ψ) = (1−e)(A) = ker(e), and because of property (UR*) this forcesψ = e.
In follows that (1 − e) f (e(a)) = 0 for all a ∈ A, which shows f e − e f e = 0. Since
we have both e f = e f e and f e = e f e, we see that e f = f e.

Example 5 (The category of G-sets, for G a commutative group) Let G be a commuta-
tive group. Let A be a set with a left G-action. Let S be the monoid of endomorphisms
of A. Take an idempotent e ∈ S. For each orbit Ai of A, e(Ai ) is again an orbit.
Assume that e is nontrivial, and take a component Ai such that e(Ai ) �= Ai . For an
element g ∈ G, define the idempotent morphism φ ∈ S as

φ(x) =
{

g(e(x)) if x ∈ Ai

e(x) if x /∈ Ai .

Then im(φ) = im(e), so because of property (UR) we have that φ = e. It follows that
g(e(a)) = e(a) for all a ∈ Ai . Since g ∈ G was arbitrary, this shows that e(Ai ) is
an orbit consisting of a fixed point ∗. If there are distinct fixed points ∗ and ∗′, then
the intersection of the two retracts {∗} and {∗′} would not be a retract, so if A satisfies
(RI) then ∗ is the unique fixed point. We have now shown that every idempotent e ∈ S
satisfies e(a) ∈ {∗, a} for all a ∈ A. Now take two idempotents e, f ∈ S. Then

e f (a) =
{

a if x ∈ e(A) ∩ f (A)

∗ otherwise.

This shows e f = f e.
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